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ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
The following is the Environmental Policy of CEDAR Audio Limited. It is reviewed regularly to
ensure that it remains appropriate for the company’s operations and products.

STATEMENT
CEDAR Audio Limited is committed to seeking continually to minimise the adverse effects its
operations and products may have on the environment. The Directors of the company
provide the resources required and together with the staff use all reasonable endeavours to
meet and surpass these objectives.
Environmental Objectives
The Directors have set environmental objectives that are important, achievable and
measurable. To ensure that these are met, the Directors:
i.

monitor the company's direct consumption of energy;

ii.

seek to minimise energy consumption at company premises through effective use of
controls and installation of high performance insulation and glazing;

iii.

seek to minimise material waste, including through re-use where possible;

iv.

segregate recyclable waste and handle it appropriately;

v.

ensure where possible that electrical equipment makes effective use of power saving
features;
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vi.

minimise the power consumption of the Company's products and incorporate
appropriate power saving features;

vii.

minimise the use of hazardous and/or potentially polluting substances in the Company's
products;

viii. segregate hazardous and/or potentially polluting waste and handle it appropriately;
ix.

source equipment, materials and subcontracted services locally where possible; and

x.

monitor and review these objectives.

Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) Directive
All hardware products and sub-assemblies manufactured by CEDAR Audio Ltd are designed to
be compliant with Directive 2002/95/EC, Restriction of Hazardous Substances. The
manufacturing processes include the assembly of purchased components and/or subassemblies from various sources. Any statement of RoHS compliance made by CEDAR Audio
Ltd may be based, in part or in full, on statements provided by suppliers. Thus, whilst every
effort is made to ensure compliance, CEDAR Audio Ltd may not have undertaken independent
tests to establish the compliance of such components and/or sub-assemblies.
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive
In accordance with Directive 2002/96/EC, CEDAR Audio Ltd will be happy to provide its
customers with information about local organisations that can reprocess CEDAR products that
have reached their end of use, or alternatively such products can be returned to CEDAR Audio
Ltd in the UK at the owner's cost and they will then be reprocessed correctly free of charge.
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